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TweetChat #DCTH - 05/27/10 

   ajdigitalfocus Designer Hides Message For Ex In Infographic On Cheating http://
digfoc.us/9vCPr6 for #dcth cc: @adammccombs -8:39 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q6 it depends on the clients needs. #DCTH -8:39 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics @DCTH thank you for putting this out there. #DCTH -8:37 PM May 27th, 

2010 

   Sakmaniac Had a ball! #dcth -8:36 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff Thanks as ever... cya! #dcth -8:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason #DCTH Cheers all! have a great weekend! -8:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @LMWilson76 - good luck. Never too late to learn... (at least I hope so) 
#dcth -8:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl See you guys later! Everyone have a fantastic weekend!!! #dcth -8:34 PM 

May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH That about wraps it up for us! Thanks for coming out for #dcth We appreciate 
it. Cheers! -8:33 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q6 It depends where it's going and what it's for. If it's a new 
window/tab or external site, may put an icon to indicate that #dcth -8:32 PM May 27th, 2010 

   LMWilson76 @mindsetgraphics I haven't done anything 2 bill out for yet - I'm just in 
school 4 (late in life) and looking to learn #dcth -8:30 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @DCTH - what sort of stuff are you looking for? 'Tech' is pretty broad... ;) 
#dcth -8:29 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #Q6 @theconstruct From a UX standpoint, do your reference links open in the 
same window or another tab? #dcth -8:28 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #dcth promo: I'm looking for a freelance tech writer. Do you fit the bill? 
Contact @chadengle -8:28 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   martinluff @ajdigitalfocus - yes, I don't actually find it too bad, plus actually enjoy 
aspects of the project management side #dcth -8:27 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac @kristofcreative I just looked down at my desk and realized I can't 
actually see the desk. Argh! #dcth -8:26 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus @martinluff Yeah I guess I'm used to administrative type stuff like 
that so it doesn't seem arduous to me. It's 2nd nature... #dcth -8:25 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q5 Have others handling finances, solid proj. process and there's 
no tedium. Stay creative as long as hardware and coffee holds up. #DCTH -8:24 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @ajdigitalfocus - I 'kind-of' try to do that but it still leaves time logging 
and billing... #dcth -8:24 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff #Q5 - if I get a creative block then force myself to get on with routing 
admin stuff... #dcth -8:22 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @mikeconaty lol. Talk for 30 seconds. That's about what it would buy. 
#dcth -8:21 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty I think I definitely would've laughed. Seriously. #dcth -8:20 

PM May 27th, 2010 

   kristofcreative Q5 I have a desk clock. The cluttered my desk gets, the more I'm 
reminded to do the boring stuff. #dcth -8:20 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q4 We don't do that but I thought it was funny at the time. We 
don't discount, but we can work arrangements/financing/barter etc. #DCTH -8:20 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q5 I try to work on creative when I feel fresh & my brain is more 
focused. Save the boring stuff for when I need a brain break #dcth -8:20 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @mikeconaty - that's awful. I probably shouln't say the word but all these 
spec sites have a bit to answer for... #dcth -8:19 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @blueturtlefl No. It's actually the only time I laughed at a prospective 
client. (bad of me I know, but it was actually insulting) #DCTH -8:19 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason @martinluff @mikeconaty #dcth deflation of Euro? :-) -8:19 PM May 27th, 

2010 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q5 I knock out all the boring stuff at the beginning and set up 
deadlines, reminders, etc. then. All that's left is the creative #dcth -8:19 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   kristofcreative @mikeconaty And that would be one of the reasons. #dcth -8:18 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @martinluff Yes way... it was "what's left in the budget" #DCTH -8:18 PM 

May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty Would $15 even cove the gas to get there? #dcth -8:18 PM 

May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @mikeconaty - yes, expectation threshold seems to be going down... $15 
- no way! #dcth -8:17 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #Q5 @creativereason How do you shift from time on boring stuff (proj mgmt 
billing) 2creative work? Are you able to flip a switch? #dcth -8:17 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty yeah, that's the sad thing...clients have no idea how long 
it takes to do certain things. I think they guess at $$ #dcth -8:17 PM May 27th, 2010 

   kristofcreative @mikeconaty I have a long article coming out explaining why, but 
new site is going to list all pricing. #dcth -8:17 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty #Q4 Like the $15 budget for a 6-hour seminar recording... yes $15 
total. No I didn't take the gig. :-) #DCTH -8:17 PM May 27th, 2010 

   g33kgurrl Waves to the #dcth crowd & heads back to the bar. #martinis -8:17 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mindsetgraphics I like that—the extra charges for P.I.T.A. clients ;) 
#dcth -8:16 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty #Q4 the only reason I ask is that there seem to be quite a few low $$ 
info requests lately, all of which were well below that $ #DCTH -8:16 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs #Q4 I have project minimums/ballparks, especially with the work I 
do for Magento but I do hourly coding work as well to. #dcth -8:16 PM May 27th, 2010 

   garrick_s RT @kristofcreative: My favorite infographic: Usefulness of fingers in 
traffic http://tweetphoto.com/23511723 #dcth -8:15 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @LMWilson76 #Q4 Do you have a project minimum that you won't go 
below? For example a "quick" site for $500, even in lean times? #dcth -8:14 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q4 Get Me Out of Bed - Starting at $500.. Add a bad attitude or 
artificial rush +$500 #DCTH -8:13 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   kristofcreative Q4 My fees don't change. Although I have started offering a few 
extra digital perks. Higher perceived value, no extra work. Win/Win #dcth -8:13 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q4 I price per job, so it would depend on what was required. And of 
course you would need to have a minimum to cover your time costs #dcth -8:13 PM May 27th, 2010 

   LMWilson76 #dcth - I missed the topic...will just bow out and lurk when I've the 
chance! Sry for the non-related Ans -8:13 PM May 27th, 2010 

   garrick_s RT @adammccombs: #q3 This link has some of the best info graphics I've 
seen: http://bit.ly/bFmOyr #dcth -8:12 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q4 Yeah $500 would be it... #dcth -8:10 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q3 Have you seen the funny infographic on "cheating" this week 
where the guy has put a nice message in code about his wife? #dcth -8:10 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason RT @kristofcreative: My favorite infographic: Usefulness of fingers in 
traffic http://tweetphoto.com/23511723 #dcth -8:09 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q3 Nope, never made one myself but I share a bunch I like on 
Twitter and GReader and my blog all the time #dcth -8:09 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #Q4 @mikeconaty Q. Do you have a project minimum that you won't go 
below? For example a "quick" site for $500, even in lean times? #dcth -8:09 PM May 27th, 2010 

   BBowenSF RT @kristofcreative: My favorite infographic: Usefulness of fingers in 
traffic http://tweetphoto.com/23511723 #dcth -8:08 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @dambold - weird stuff eh! Twitter seems to have been having a few API 
fits lately... #dcth -8:08 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff: well you never left my list! whatever happened #dcth -8:07 PM 

May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @dambold awwwww... :) #dcth -8:06 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff mmmmk well i still think youre an awesometastic designer! 
twitter apparently thinks so too #dcth -8:06 PM May 27th, 2010 

   LMWilson76 Q1 what about anniversary mailings? Like chocolates or branded 
treats? Still pop or too over the top?#DCTH -8:06 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   creativereason RT @adammccombs: #q3 This link has some of the best info 
graphics I've seen: http://bit.ly/bFmOyr #dcth -8:05 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff oooook were not friends but your still on my list??? #dcth -8:05 

PM May 27th, 2010 

   kristofcreative My favorite infographic: Usefulness of fingers in traffic http://
tweetphoto.com/23511723 #dcth -8:04 PM May 27th, 2010 

   LMWilson76 RT @blueturtlefl: #Q1 I'd say LinkedIn/Twitter/FB helps to stay in 
contact with some businesses #dcth -8:04 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q3 Not for a VERY long time, but we've been thinking about 
doing one one up on educating clients to our new process. #DCTH -8:04 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @dambold ha -admit it you dumped me for some cool folk - 
#lifeishardandthenyoudie lol #dcth -8:03 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff lol hang on #dcth -8:03 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff i dont see you! weird. let me do some digging #dcth -8:02 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   martinluff @dambold - oh and that was my emoticon crying profusely! #dcth -8:02 PM 

May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @dambold - Qwitter said you unfollowed me? #dcth -8:02 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff my twitter has been screwing up lately, let me check! #dcth -

8:01 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @martinluff LOL! I was just thinking the same thing! Er, didn't we have 
a couple of these Q's? #dcth -8:01 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff #Q3 - I though this site seems like a cool 'live' infographic on news... 
http://www.newsmap.jp/#/b,e,m,n,s,t,w/uk/view/ #dcth -8:01 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @martinluff what???? #dcth -8:01 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @dambold - hola! Noticed you dumped me on Twitter :
( ::::::::::::::::::::::: #dcth -8:00 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   adammccombs #q3 This link has some of the best info graphics I've seen: http://bit.
ly/bFmOyr #dcth -8:00 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold @DCTH #Q3 yes but for a superhero graph (most recently). Ha. #dcth -8:00 

PM May 27th, 2010 

   kristofcreative @mikeconaty I've used a LOT of diff apps. Started using TaskPaper 
and really like it. #dcth -8:00 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason #dcth #q2 we use basecamp and I also use a mac app I can't 
remember the name of... -8:00 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @DCTH - I'm getting a 'groundhog-day' feeling about these questions... 
#dcth -8:00 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty I love Evernote! I use it mostly to snip tutorials and blog 
posts that I want to reference later #dcth -8:00 PM May 27th, 2010 

   dambold hola peeps! #dcth -7:59 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @indesignsecrets 'no-ware' - love it LOL #dcth -7:59 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @kristofcreative Hey Michael #DCTH -7:59 PM May 27th, 2010 

   kristofcreative @martinluff And a mighty fine Thurs to you! #dcth -7:59 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #Q3 @gabediaz Infographics seems to be popular this week. Have you ever 
created one? Links pls or share ones you like! #dcth -7:59 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty #Q2 I've been trying to use Evernote more lately for project tracking, 
but still haven't broken the post-it habit. #DCTH -7:58 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @kristofcreative @creativereason - hi there... #dcth -7:58 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @creativereason sorry! I hate traffic! #dcth -7:58 PM May 27th, 2010 

   indesignsecrets Tweetchat for designers happening right now, discussing project 
management software (or no-ware). Use #dcth to follow chat! -7:58 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   amarie Tweetchat for designers happening right now, discussing project 
management software (or no-ware). Use #dcth to follow chat! -7:58 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs @kristofcreative nope we're still rocking out #dcth -7:56 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @adammccombs How uber-geeky of you. :-) But you've got the skillz to 
do it. #DCTH -7:56 PM May 27th, 2010 

   kristofcreative Is it Thurs already? Just abt missed the party #dcth -7:55 PM May 27th, 

2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q2 I do go through the post-it note pads! #dcth -7:55 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason #dcth howdy folks. I'm in traffic. -7:55 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics @mikeconaty we waffled for a long time. have a whiteboard (4x8 
ft) lots of stickies.. and Outlook.. and Sharepoint.. and PMiS #dcth -7:55 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @mikeconaty - and a big pin-board... #dcth -7:54 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs #q2 @mikeconaty right there with you, that's why I'm building my 
own :) #dcth -7:54 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff @mikeconaty - yeah, I still have quite a few little bits of paper as 
well... ;) #dcth -7:53 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty #Q2 Post-it notes & a big white-board calendar... does that count? :-) 
Have never found an app that I stick with for some reason. #DCTH -7:53 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff #Q2 after we talked about this the other week someone sent me a link to 
http://tomsplanner.com/ looked interesting... #dcth -7:52 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff #Q2 - I'm on Windows most of the time and still use Outlook with custom 
plugins plus OneNote... sound weird but works for me #dcth -7:51 PM May 27th, 2010 

   maddisondesigns #Q2 I use Ultimate Todos iPhone app (when I remember to 
update it). It also syncs with Toodledo, if you need to view it online #dcth -7:51 PM May 27th, 2010 

   martinluff Hi guys - a bit late dropping in today... Is Twitter behaving itself this 
week (won't last now I've arrived ;) #dcth -7:50 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   Sakmaniac @blueturtlefl With the iPhone, Things would probably be right up your 
alley. You can sync the desktop on iPhone clients. #DCTH -7:49 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q2 only drawback to Teux Deux is no *cough* iphone app *cough* 
*cough* #dcth -7:48 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac #Q2 I had started out with Things, but I like that Remember the Milk is 
on all my devices. #DCTH -7:47 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @Sakmaniac @blueturtlefl Yeah, I usually wind up printing them 
instead of cursive. #DCTH -7:46 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q2 I don't really use any project mgnt. tools. I do use Teux Deux for 
daily tasks http://teuxdeux.com #dcth -7:46 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q2 Checklists, A Clear Solid Process and we use ProjectFork. 
#DCTH -7:46 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @ianglang So you have a formal referral program? #DCTH -7:46 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus #Q2 I get by just fine with RememberTheMilk for personal 
organization and Dropbox for clients #dcth -7:45 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac @blueturtlefl Don't use cursive… #DCTH -7:45 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty I hear ya! I have terrible handwriting as well. Sent written 
Christmas cards last yr & they were barely legible #dcth -7:44 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics @mikeconaty by Phone mostly, but friendly email or a visit 
whenever we can, + we reinforce how they can get rewards for promoting us. #DCTH -7:43 

PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #Q2 @majesticjess what's best project management tool for designers? 
37sig? action method? things? #dcth -7:43 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ianglang @mikeconaty by Phone mostly, but friendly email or a visit whenever we 
can, + we reinforce how they can get rewards for promoting us. #DCTH -7:43 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @blueturtlefl My biggest problem is that I have horrendous handwriting, 
so it takes me a number of tries to get a legible one. :-) #DCTH -7:43 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @Sakmaniac I thing anything handwritten these days is a nice touch 
#dcth -7:41 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   mikeconaty @mindsetgraphics How do you do the check in? Phone, email? #DCTH -

7:40 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac @blueturtlefl I had a big stack printed online with my logo on the front 
of the card. They work good as follow-ups to network events. #DCTH -7:39 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac @mikeconaty The response generally depends on the client. If we had a 
great relationship, it generally will spark a response. #DCTH -7:38 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @Sakmaniac I should do more of those (handwritten notes). They can 
mean alot in today's digital age #dcth -7:38 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @Sakmaniac Do you see any responses from the hand notes? I ask b/c 
some folks call immediately when they receive one just to say hi. #DCTH -7:37 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mindsetgraphics #Q1 We check in monthly to say hi, assist and suggest new ways 
for them to do something cool for their clients outside the box. #DCTH -7:36 PM May 27th, 2010 

   ajdigitalfocus howdy everyone! :) #dcth -7:36 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty thanks :) nice to know I'm 'high quality' folk material! 
#dcth -7:36 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs @maymaymew It's a weekly chat called design community twitter 
hours or #dcth follow @dcth -7:36 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q1 I'd say LinkedIn/Twitter/FB helps to stay in contact with some 
businesses #dcth -7:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @maddisondesigns Antonius Maximus. Hail. #DCTH -7:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac #Q1 I will often send out a handwritten card… just to remind them I'm 
here. #DCTH -7:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @adammccombs A little thin but High Quality folks here as usual :-) 
#DCTH -7:35 PM May 27th, 2010 

   maymaymew @adammccombs what is it?? this #DCTH -7:34 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty #Q1 for others, I do a periodic email and/or handwritten note now & 
again. #DCTH -7:34 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   blueturtlefl @maddisondesigns Hi Anthony! Happy Friday! #dcth -7:32 PM May 27th, 2010 

   maddisondesigns Hey there #dcth peeps! -7:32 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty #Q1 Kind of a loaded Q, I've had several big clients close in the last 
year (not my fault!) so LinkedIn/FB is keeping a lifeline #DCTH -7:32 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs @mikeconaty pretty good. Looks a little low on attendance tonight 
eh? #dcth -7:31 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @adammccombs Just swell, and you sir? #DCTH -7:30 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl #Q1 I send out a bi-monthly e-newsletter just to keep fresh in their 
minds, but other than that? #dcth -7:30 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs #Q1 Suggest additional services they might be interested in. Set a 
date 60 90 or 150 days out from when the project is complete. #dcth -7:29 PM May 27th, 2010 

   maymaymew o.O #DCTH -7:29 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs @mikeconaty how are you #dcth -7:28 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #Q1 @theconstruct how do you keep your former clients' attention to remind 
them you're still available for work. #dcth -7:27 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @adammccombs Hey Adam! #DCTH -7:26 PM May 27th, 2010 

   adammccombs Howdy guys #dcth -7:24 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl since we're waiting for Q's...check out my new puppy pics http://bit.ly/
qLf0i #dcth -7:24 PM May 27th, 2010 

   LMWilson76 Oh no! #dcth is now, and I'm on babysitting duty! Hopefully the little 
angel sleeps soon! -7:24 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @blueturtlefl @Sakmaniac That's been the nature of Twitter chats for as 
long as I can remember... (plus it's Chad's fault) :-) #DCTH -7:23 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   Sakmaniac I think that's since I showed up. #DCTH -7:22 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @Sakmaniac me too! Seems like it's been like that the last few weeks. 
#dcth -7:21 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac I'm waiting for the posting errors any minute. #DCTH -7:20 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty OhNo! We usually break twitter when he's moderating :) 
#dcth -7:19 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @blueturtlefl Nope, it's Chad back at the wheel. #DCTH -7:19 PM May 27th, 

2010 

   mikeconaty Wicked lightning storm rolling in, might disappear sometime tonight 
(figuratively I mean) #DCTH -7:18 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl @mikeconaty Hi Mike! Are you moderating this week? #dcth -7:18 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @blueturtlefl Hi Kim! #DCTH -7:17 PM May 27th, 2010 

   blueturtlefl Hello everyone! Happy holiday weekend! #dcth -7:14 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac Ha! Indeed! #DCTH -7:10 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @Sakmaniac Hey Brian! Got the time down this week, huh? :-) #DCTH -

7:09 PM May 27th, 2010 

   Sakmaniac Hola to all! #DCTH -7:07 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason @mikeconaty Yes sir! :) #DCTH -7:04 PM May 27th, 2010 

   john_cozen @dcth doing very well #dcth -7:02 PM May 27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty @DCTH Super excellent swell, with extra cheese.. and you sir? #DCTH -

7:02 PM May 27th, 2010 
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TweetChat - #DCTH

   mikeconaty @creativereason You RT'd that because I said "jinkies" didn't you? :-) 
#DCTH -7:02 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #dcth Hows everyone doing tonight? -7:00 PM May 27th, 2010 

   creativereason RT @mikeconaty: RT @DCTH Ladies & Gentleman #dcth coming up 
in about 15minutes. Get those Q's on over! :) Jinkies it's that late already!?! -6:56 PM May 

27th, 2010 

   mikeconaty RT @DCTH Ladies & Gentleman #dcth coming up in about 15minutes. 
Get those Q's on over! :) Jinkies it's that late already!?! -6:47 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH Ladies & Gentleman #dcth coming up in about 15minutes. Get those Q's on 
over! :) -6:46 PM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH Right guys - it's been a pretty productive session! Thanks very much! 
Remember #DCTH is on at 7pm EST #EDCTH -4:28 PM May 27th, 2010 

   cecycorrea @DCTH cuppa tea? That's how you know this is #EDCTH and not 
#DCTH ;) -3:10 PM May 27th, 2010 

   pablolarah #EDCTH and #DCTH tonight! #EDCTH starts in about 4hrs ish -stay 
tuned for the countdown :D via RT @DCTH -10:13 AM May 27th, 2010 

   DCTH #EDCTH and #DCTH tonight! #EDCTH starts in about 4hrs ish -stay tuned for 
the countdown :D -10:12 AM May 27th, 2010 

   svgrob #EDCTH and #DCTH tonight! #EDCTH starts in about 4hrs ish -stay tuned 
for the countdown :D -10:12 AM May 27th, 2010 

   ukre8 RT @seebrowntweet: Why is the design community still arguing about spec? 
http://bit.ly/dyNnmW #dcth #design #nospec -4:04 PM May 26th, 2010 

   seebrowntweet Why is the design community still arguing about spec? http://bit.ly/
dyNnmW #dcth #design #nospec -3:53 PM May 26th, 2010 

   krigsi Calling on the #dcth crew-How can I add 2 values to a 'rel' attr without brking 
a jQuery selector? rel="A B" doesnt wrk http://bit.ly/a4LtrT -11:24 PM May 24th, 2010 

   CoffeeOwl RT @GenOneStudios: absolutely! RT @blueturtlefl: @artrox yeah if the 
project logo to you is meh then crowdsourcing is the meh solution #dcth -1:56 PM May 22nd, 2010 
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